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A note on methodology
Deloitte undertook the survey about tax management practices in Switzerland from December 2011
to July 2012.
Profile of the survey respondents:
• 40 Swiss businesses surveyed.
• All major industries covered.
• 35% of companies quoted 35% quoted abroad, 30% not quoted.
Whilst most respondents were tax professionals 25% had a wider finance role in their organisation.

Foreword

We are pleased to present our survey on tax management
practices in Switzerland. This report provides a detailed
picture of how Swiss businesses organise their tax
function to respond to the increasing number of
competing opportunities and challenges in tax.
Today tax represents a significant cost to the
business. Despite this the management of the risks
and opportunities around tax processes is largely
unchartered territory. Often the benefit of sophisticated
tax optimisation can be undermined by failure to
implement planning correctly and inefficiencies in
managing everyday tax costs. By optimising processes,
improving information quality and using technology
solutions, businesses can not only benefit from tax
efficiencies and reduced tax costs but also generate
more reliable information from which to base tax
optimisation decisions and identify and manage tax risk,
all in the context of complying with the requirements of
increasingly demanding tax authorities.
We anticipate that in the near future tax functions will
be required to focus more on the questions raised in our
survey and hope that this report not only provides some
useful insights into how Swiss businesses manage tax
but also stimulates the debate around these areas.

The survey has polled opinions from 40 tax and
finance professionals within key businesses in
Switzerland covering all major industries including
banking and insurance, manufacturing, energy and
utilities, life sciences, chemicals, healthcare, consumer
business, public sector and technology, media and
telecommunications.
We would like to take the opportunity to thank all
participating tax and finance professionals for their
support in completing the survey.
We hope you find the report useful and would be very
happy to discuss with you any issues related to your
business or respond to any questions raised by our
survey results.
Kind regards

David McNeil
Lead Partner Tax Management Consulting
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Executive summary

The main aim of the survey is to provide Swiss businesses
with information to allow them to benchmark their
approach to the management of taxes against their
peers. The responses to each of the questions within the
survey have been included at the end of the document.
A straight analysis of survey responses is not enough
to obtain a clear understanding of this complex area.
As such we endeavoured to enhance the information
obtained through wider discussions around the survey
questions. We were then able to analyse the survey
results in this context and have identified four key themes:

Risk Management: What is meant by tax risk?
For 43% of the participants, tax risk is most meaningfully
described as the tax risk associated with day-to-day
business activities. This is perhaps a surprising result
for those who consider tax risk more in terms of tax
planning risk or financial statement provisioning.
The explanation may lie in the fact that in practice
it is challenging to build tax considerations into
business operations (for example due to jurisdictional
considerations, information silos, or poor data) and as
such the tax risks in this area are largely uncontrolled
and indeed are often unknown.

Role of the Tax Department
Many Swiss tax functions are comprised of small
numbers of individuals often acting as stewards of
existing tax assets, rather than driving shareholder value
through optimisation of the tax position. Overall, Swiss
tax departments are lean compared with comparable
size multinationals in certain other jurisdictions. As a
result, strategic options open to the tax function in terms
of how to manage tax processes are limited. Further it
seems that often the tax function has developed
organically from within the corporate or finance function
without active consideration of what the role of the
function should be and how it should be resourced.

Measuring performance: Is Effective Tax Rate
(ETR) the most important performance indicator
for tax?
ETR is the most important tax driver for 50% of the
organisations surveyed and avoiding mistakes in the
financial statements the most important tax activity.
Whilst this is not unexpected, it is perhaps a surprise
that this area, as complex and important as it is, does
not benefit from more resource. Only one third of the
participants use external resource to assist them in
the tax reporting process and less than half have the
support of the internal audit function. Further, there was
a distinct split between those businesses who assign
responsibility for the tax notes to the tax department,
and those who allocate it to the consolidation team –
a telling reminder that tax reporting is a mixture of both
tax technical and tax accounting competencies.

Organisational Models: Centralised versus
decentralised tax operating models
Given the small scale of central tax functions in
Switzerland, day-to-day management of many
tax processes is often the responsibility of other
group entities or the finance function even if
overall responsibility for tax is retained centrally.
Decentralisation is the dominant tax operating model in
Switzerland whereas in the US, and in other countries
influenced by Sarbanes Oxley or similar legislation,
the model is more likely to be centralised. Whilst the
decentralised model presents its challenges, if it is
supported by a centrally coordinated risk management
infrastructure, this model can prove very effective.
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For 33% of organisations surveyed cash tax is the most
important driver of tax function activity. Given the
external market conditions, it is perhaps surprising that
this is not given a higher priority.

In the process of conducting our interviews and building
this report we have identified some interesting results,
both in terms of Swiss businesses’ priorities for tax and
the role of tax within the group. Whilst every company
is unique there are always improvements to be made.
We have selected a few areas to stimulate thoughts
when looking forward and trying to build the tax
department of the future:
Tax strategy and operations
Central to any tax department’s effectiveness is a
cohesive global strategy reinforced by a detailed
implementation roadmap. An important step is to
assess existing tax department strategies and map them
to the organisation’s broader strategies. What is the
organisation’s risk tolerance, and how do you align
the tax policies and procedures with that? Does the
enterprise manage its intellectual property and other
critical assets tax efficiently? How do its product and
service flows impact global cash flow and tax positions?
Tax process improvement
For many companies, tax optimisation and compliance,
sometimes under the umbrella of the finance function,
are supported by a wide array of resources, processes,
and systems. Simply keeping up with the many
compliance requirements can leave these organisations
little time or resources to focus on key tax activities.
Strong processes are also key in identifying and
mitigating tax risk.
Tax organisation and resources
As you weigh-up the options for elevating your tax
function to a more strategic level, questions may arise
about whether to keep certain activities in-house
or outsource them. Should they stay within discrete
business units or be centralised in shared services
centres? What are the risks and rewards of outsourcing
versus insourcing? Should you operate a centralised or
decentralised model?

Tax technology and systems integration
Technology is a key tool in supporting effective tax
management. Tax technology tools can be bolted on
to existing infrastructure to provide significant benefits.
Further, companies that have installed an ERP system,
or are considering an implementation, should consider
the tax benefits associated with these systems, as well
as the impact of these systems on the tax department.
The information gathered and stored in these systems
is critical to tax optimisation and reporting activities.
In addition, there are far-reaching tax implications to
how ERP systems are purchased, leased, located, and
configured. Few companies consider these implications
up front when they can provide the greatest benefit to
the organisation.

Simply keeping
up with the
many compliance
requirements
can leave these
organisations little
time or resources
to refine their tax
operations.

Building the tax department of the future
As the legal and regulatory environment continues to
grow more complex, and as businesses continue to
expand globally, leading-edge tax departments will play
increasingly important roles in risk management and the
overall performance of the enterprise. Achieving this
next step toward the tax department of the future will
likely require critical refinements, and these changes
will likely demand extraordinary efforts from corporate
leadership, the board, the finance function, and the tax
department itself.

As the legal and regulatory environment continues
to grow more complex, and as businesses continue
to expand globally, leading-edge tax departments
will play increasingly important roles in risk
management and the overall performance of the
enterprise.

Tax management in Switzerland Move tax forward
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The role of the tax department

Heightened investor
awareness, media
attention on tax,
and increasingly
aggressive and
sophisticated tax
authorities means
that tax has a higher
profile and a more
strategic role in the
organisation.

The role of the tax department has shifted significantly
over the last decade. Historically, many tax functions
have been concerned only with focused tax optimisation
and tax audit defence. Heightened investor awareness,
media attention on tax, and increasingly aggressive and
sophisticated tax authorities means that tax has a higher
profile and a more strategic role in the organisation.
As a result many businesses actively consider the tax
policy to be adopted in the organisation with these
additional external stakeholders in mind. Consequently
the tax operating model adopted needs to align with the
strategic direction of the tax function as set out in the
tax policy document.

Role of the tax executive
Typically any finance executive, including tax executives,
can be considered to fulfil four main roles within the
business categorised as either Catalyst, Strategist,
Steward or Operator (see diagram below).

Certain questions asked in the survey were designed to
obtain insight into the organisation of the tax function.
This varies significantly depending on the role that the
tax executive is expected to play in the organisation, and
which organisational model is used to support that.

The roles broadly fall into two categories. ‘Catalysts’
and ‘Strategists’ would be more likely to focus their
efforts on delivering value to the business through tax
optimisation ideas, with a high priority on activities such
as planning and optimisation and improving cash flow.
The ‘Steward/Operator’ group would be more likely to
focus on tax compliance, improving tax processes and
avoiding penalties and interest.

For the tax function to perform optimally, active
consideration should be given to each of these roles
as they apply to tax, and how they fit within the wider
group strategy. It is the balance between responsibilities
and the related allocation of resources based on
the vision and strategy of the function that creates
exceptional results.

The four faces of the tax executive
Stimulate action across the
organisation to achieve strategic and
financial goals
• Execute strategic choices
• Identify and implement tax planning
which requires partnering with the
business (e.g. supply chain, IP, R&D,
tax depreciation, inventory)
• Embed tax in commercial decisions
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• Board engagement
• Alignment of commercial and tax
strategies
• Focus on long‑term goals
• Tax effective business decision‑making
• Pro‑active cashflow planning
• Finance transformation
• Post‑merger integration

Balance costs and service levels to
fulfil responsibilities

ta

x

M

• Accurate and timely compliance
• Accurate and timely reporting – both
for management and externally
• Effective engagement with tax
authorities and audit defence
• Risk management

e

Protect and preserve the assets of
the organisation

Provide financial leadership in
determining strategic direction and
align financial strategies

Operator

• Customer satisfaction analysis
• Benchmarking
• Evaluate alternate resource models
(e.g. offshoring, co/outsourcing)
• Leverage technology
• Incentivise people

We asked the participants to describe the main role of
the tax department, what they considered their most
important activity and how much time they spent
on certain tax activities. We grouped the results into
answers that align to the ‘Steward/Operator’ role and
those that align to the ‘Catalyst/Strategist’ role with the
results for the global population as follows:
Over 60% of the participants consider that the main
role of the tax executive is that of a Steward/Operator.
To effectively undertake this role, the tax function needs
access to high quality data from the business, a strong
controls framework, robust and documented processes
and minimal manual intervention. With a small tax
department, undertaking this role effectively implies
a strong supporting infrastructure outside of tax,
including technology tools.

The main role of the tax department

20%

Active planning role

13%

Advisory role

4%

Other
Administrative/
compliance role

40%

23%

Risk management role

0%
Strategist/Catalyst

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

40%

50%

Over 60% of the
participants consider
that the main role
of the tax executive
is that of a Steward/
Operator.

Steward/Operator

Of time spent, 40% was on strategist/catalyst activities
and 60% on steward/operator activities.
It is interesting to compare the priority activities of the
participants with their stated role, and also the time
allocated to different tasks. For example, of the Strategist/
Catalysts, 69% consider their top priority to be an activity
more associated with the Steward/Operator role than that
of a Strategist or Catalyst, and indeed 56% of their time is
spent on such activities.
Effective management of tax requires a balance of all
four of the behaviour types listed above. Whilst there
is no clear dividing line between Steward/Operator and
Strategist/Catalyst behaviours, the results above suggest
that there is some disconnect between the stated role
of the tax executive and the area of tax activity that their
efforts are focused on. The inconsistencies between
the perceived role of the tax function and the actual
activities that it is involved in suggests that it may not
always be operating according to a clear strategy.

Time spent on activities
Tax planning

22%

Answering questions
from the business

18%

Dealing with tax
authority audits

17%

Tax reporting for
financial statements

14%

Completing tax returns
and making payments

12%

Improving internal
process

10%

Other

7%
0%

Strategist/Catalyst

Move tax forward: the role of the tax
department
•	Have you actively considered the role that the
tax function should have in the business?
•	Does your tax function operate according
to a clear strategy at all levels from board to
operations?
•	Is your tax department the right size?

10%

20%

30%

Steward/Operator

Highest priority activity
Tax optimisation/
planning

30%

Improving cashflow
related to taxes

13%

Avoiding mistakes in
financial statements

25%

Improving tax
management

15%

Avoiding tax penalties
and interest

13%

Avoiding negative
publicity arising
from tax litigation

4%
0%

Strategist/Catalyst

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Steward/Operator
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Organisational models

The continuing trend is for the responsibilities of the tax
function to increase as the organisations they represent
grow and stakeholders become more demanding.
Despite this, tax departments in Switzerland remain
small with 65% of participants having a tax function
of 1-5 people. The scarce tax resource means that a
centralised model is impractical for most organisations
and a significant proportion of tax activities need to be
decentralised. Nevertheless, out of the total number of
participants 35% considered themselves decentralised
and 65% centralised.
Notably 50% considered that tax claims and deductions
were the responsibility of local or regional managers
and 70% were not responsible for ensuring tax filing
and payment deadlines are met for local entities
suggesting that, according to the definition on the next
page, a more significant percentage could actually be
operating a decentralised model.

Tax department size

7%

28%
65%

Between 1 and 5 persons

Tax management organisation type

Whilst the decentralised model can be effective,
if local entities are not guided, the tax risks faced by
the organisation can be elevated. In particular, a
solution relying on the tax technical knowledge of local
management can be a challenge as local entities do
not always have access to internal tax experts in
their jurisdiction.
The ‘advanced’ decentralised model is an efficient
solution which maintains responsibility for tax with
those closest to the business. It is most effective where
a common infrastructure exists across the organisation
and as a result many supporting solutions for this model
are technology based. During the discussions arising
from the survey, many organisations appear to favour
the advanced decentralised model, often because they
believe responsibility for local taxes must ultimately lie
with local management. Nevertheless their organisation’s
infrastructure does not currently fully support this
model. As businesses continue to seek efficiency and
economies of scale in their business structures and
processes, we expect the advanced decentralised model
to be more prevalent and the adoption of consistent tax
processes and technology platforms across organisations
to become more common.

More than 5 persons

No tax department

35%

65%

Centralised

Decentralised

Responsibility for managing tax compliance

17%
30%

53%

Yes, we are responsible for ensuring tax compliance across
the group

The tax management model adopted by
the tax function falls into three broad
categories; centralised, traditional
decentralised and advanced dencentralised
(see next page).
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We have a limited monitoring role
No, tax filings and payments are the responsibility of local
or regional managers

Characteristics

Centralised model including hubs

Traditional decentralised model

Advanced decentralised model

• The tax executive has oversight of all tax
activities.

• Local entities are responsible for their
own tax compliance and planning.

• The tax executive has ultimate responsibility
for all tax activities including filings,
payments and application of tax policies
(e.g. TP, tax accounting, WHT etc).

• The central tax function is likely to
manage global tax issues (such as
transfer pricing) and major projects
(such as M&A, refinancing etc)

• Local entities are responsible for their tax
compliance and planning, however, a strong
control framework is in place to manage these
activities, designed by the group tax function.
• Reporting of unusual events/control failures
on an exceptional basis to the central tax
department.
• One tax provider across the group with
exception reporting to head of tax.

Evolution of
the models

• The centralised model was widely
adopted by multinationals who were
directly or indirectly influenced by the
Sarbanes Oxley act (and later JSOX,
Canadian SOX etc) which requires a chain
of controls across tax reporting activities
from operating level right up to the CFO.

• Prior to Sarbanes Oxley, tax was
largely seen as an uncontrollable
business process. It was often
assumed that tax could only be dealt
with locally due to the differing tax
rules across jurisdictions and the
assumed lack of common processes.

• At the time of adoption of SOX, tax
technology tools were at their early stages
of development and were expensive.

• Before the advent of SOX, and
indeed for businesses that were not
influenced by SOX, organisations
often operated a traditional
decentralised model with local entities
being entirely responsible for all local
tax activities.

• As a result, and in order to meet the
requirements of SOX, a cascade of
manual controls was implemented, often
monitored and to some extent performed,
by a relatively large central tax team.
Comment on
operation of
model

• This operating model often requires a
substantial central team to perform the
tasks required. This means that time spent
on tax management and improvement is
reduced.

• Any central tax function is typically
small and performs an advisory role
for the local entities, for example
helping with ad-hoc queries and
planning arrangements.

• Tax reporting is managed via a centralised
model, which is then often extended to
other tax activities such as compliance,
tax authority interaction, and planning.

• There is a risk generated due to
the lack of oversight given all the
jurisdictions act independently.

Tax manager competencies
In addition to decisions around tax operating
models, and the strategic role of the tax department,
organisations must decide how to resource the tax
function. 40% of the organisations consulted consider
that the most highly valued competency that a tax
manager can bring to their organisation is strong tax
technical skills but 25% cited wider organisational and
communication skills as key. This reflects the integrated
role of tax where professionals are expected to drive
value not only through their technical knowledge
but by facilitating information exchange across the
organisation. Tax functions are seen more and more as
business partners and their ability to interact across the
business is highly valued.
Perhaps surprisingly industry knowledge was placed
in the lowest valued skills; none of the population
interviewed placed it in the top competencies and
nearly a quarter rated it the least important competency.
This implies that tax professionals can easily move
between industries.

• As tax technology tools have become more
affordable and easier to implement and
integrate into existing systems, an advanced
decentralised model for tax management has
developed.
• In common with the traditional model
local entities are responsible for all tax
activities, however, a supporting technology
infrastructure provides global control and
transparency over tax sensitive data.

• A common infrastructure and uniform
technology system is required across the group.
• For example, the transfer price can be
calculated and applied automatically by the ERP
system, current and deferred tax calculations
for tax reporting purposes are based on
information pulled directly from the underlying
accounting systems, tax compliance tasks are
tracked using a centralised database.

• The lack of group oversight also
means that tax opportunities can be
missed.

• Once up and running the tax team can use the
time to do more value added tax activities.

What are the most and least valued competencies for a tax manager?
40%

Strong technical skills
in taxation

3%
18%

Leadership and
managerial skills

10%

Competences in tax
optimisation and planning

10%

18%

15%

The ability to manage
international issues

8%
8%

Communication and
organisational skills
Other

3%
1%

Competencies in tax and
finance technology tools

43%

Industry knowledge
0%
Most valued competencies

23%
10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Least valued competencies

Tax management in Switzerland Move tax forward
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Only 20% of
participants
considered that
the Swiss market
fully satisfied their
recruitment needs,
reflecting the
scarcity of qualified
tax personnel in
Switzerland.

The market for tax personnel in Switzerland
Only 20% of participants considered that the Swiss
market fully satisfied their recruitment needs, reflecting
the scarcity of appropriately qualified tax personnel in
Switzerland. For several respondents however, the skills
required could be sourced from outside of Switzerland
and several of those who considered that the market did
meet its needs stated that this was because the market
for tax skill was not constrained by national boundaries.
The skill seen by most to be of least importance in
a tax professional was related to competence in tax
technology and finance tools. These skills are expected
to become more important in businesses adopting
an advanced decentralised model where tax risk
management and strategy is supported by technology,
although this is currently seen as an aspirational future
state by many organisations.

Support for the tax function from within
the organisation
In terms of support from internal functions within the
organisation only 50% of tax functions are supported
in any measure by the internal audit function.
Internal audit can most effectively support tax where
there is a robust tax internal control framework and
clear control testing plans. Whilst it can be difficult for
a non specialist to test a technical area, validating the
operation of the controls in place is a very valuable
contribution to the tax risk management in an
organisation, and is perfectly achievable given the right
preparation.
The responses to the questions around resourcing
included in the survey have brought to light some
interesting points. Tax functions are clearly very small
in comparison to the size of assets they manage and
therefore the value to the organisation per tax employee
is significant. As businesses strive to drive more value
from tax we can expect further alignment between the
resourcing model and the strategic aims of the business
via the support of internal and external advisors, and
also technology platforms.

38%

40%

33%
30%
20%

20%
10%

6%

3%
0%

External support
Tax functions rely on external advisors for support
with tax optimisation (83%), the preparation and
filing of tax returns (68%) and tax management and
process improvement projects (30%). Despite ETR
being the most important performance measure for
the tax function only 35% of participants support the
tax reporting process with external advisors. The ETR
depends on both current and deferred tax movements
in the year, and as this is a difficult area combining as it
does tax accounting and tax technical skills, the result of
35% is perhaps surprising.
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Satisfaction of recruitment needs

Not at all Not really

For the Definitely
most part

N/A

Areas of external support
Tax optimisation
(tax planning)

83%

Preparation and filing
of tax returns

68%

Tax reporting and
accounting (for financial
statement purposes)

35%

Tax management and
process projects

30%

The calculation of
deferred taxes

20%

Other

15%

Is direct and indirect tax subject to internal audit reviews?

52%

No

45%
35%

Yes

50%

Yes, but at
centralised
level only

13%
10%

0%

20%
Direct

40%

60%

Indirect

Move tax forward: organisational models
• Have you actively considered whether tax
should be a centralised or decentralised
function?
• Are there standardised processes and
infrastructure in place to support your chosen
organisational model?
• Do you have the right resource with the right
skills in the right locations?

Tax risk management

Tax risk types
Tax risk within an organisation falls into four main
categories:
Operational risk – controlling tax impact of day-today business activities at transactional (e.g. changing
supplier address to foreign address) and strategic level
(e.g. entering new markets) where an action may be
undertaken without considering the impact on tax.
Planning risk – introducing discretionary risk through
the acts of the business to optimise its tax position
(e.g. tax efficient financing) related both to the design,
implementation and maintenance of the tax scheme.
Reporting risk – ensuring that external communications
to all stakeholders (aside from the tax authorities)
related to tax are accurate and complete.
Compliance risk – meeting legal obligations to file
returns, make payments, disclose certain transactions,
and ensure that this is completed according to current
law.

What does tax risk mean?
Of the organisations included within our survey, 43%
(the most frequent response) consider tax risk to be
most meaningfully described as the “Tax risk generated
through “day-to-day” business activities” or operational
risk. Whilst the tax risk arising from a single transaction
may be small, as these types of risk are often related to
a flow type or a particular process, they can be pervasive
and reach cumulatively significant amounts. This type of
risk can be the most challenging to identify as it requires
a detailed understanding of the activities and processes,
roles and responsibilities of the business. It can also be
challenging to put in place mitigating strategies around
this type of risk as often local entities are measured on
“before tax results” and can be resistant to any change
which may be perceived as negatively impacting on the
business reactivity and efficiency. In these circumstances
it is important that the business case for change
is clearly expressed and that it is supported by the
organisation’s wider management.
Tax risks related to compliance, reporting and planning
appear to be of less concern to the organisations
included within the survey. This is expected as these risks
arise from tax activities which are often controlled by or
are at least visible to the tax function.

What does “tax risk” mean to Swiss businesses?
Tax risk generated
through“day-to-day”
business activities

43%

Tax planning risk

23%

Tax risk provisioning for
financial statements

20%

Tax risk arising from
compliance

Other
0%

13%

1%
10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Tax management in Switzerland Move tax forward
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Identifying tax risk
Changes in the economic and governance landscape
are moving tax risk higher up the board-room agenda.
Tax authorities are seeking to close ‘loopholes’ and
stamp out tax avoidance schemes; information
exchange between countries is increasing and large
organisations are being ‘named and shamed’ in the
press. As such it is not surprising that 53% of the
participants consider that they can assess tax risk based
on the impact on wider business objectives and 38%
considered that they had formalised processes and
controls in place for identifying and measuring tax risk
such as the tax risk map below. In almost all cases tax
risk was a centralised responsibility further highlighting
the importance of the topic to organisations.
As well as its identification, tax risks can be mitigated
by ensuring that tax is considered when there is a
strategic or operational business change. 78% of
participants consider that tax is very often or always
taken into consideration in connection with major
projects however only 33% consider that tax has a
significant influence in relation to operational decisions.
These results largely reflect the concerns around
operational tax risk discussed above but show that tax is
well integrated on a corporate level.

Are you able to assess tax risk based on the impact on wider
business objectives (e.g. reputational damage, impact on
Earnings Per Share)?

47%
53%

Yes

No

To what extent do taxes influence operational decisions?

9%

33%

58%
Tax risks chart

Significant influence

Some influence

No influence

Move tax forward: tax risk management
•	Do you have tools and processes in place
to embed tax considerations into everyday
business operations?
•	Could communication of tax risk to the board
be clearer?
•	Do you identify the tax risk related to all
significant events that could happen in your
organisation?
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Measuring performance

ETR as a key driver in the measurement of
performance
The key driver for 50% of the participants is ETR
(cash tax 33%), and 25% of participants consider
“avoiding mistakes in the financial statements” as their
number one priority. Tax reporting is clearly a major
preoccupation for tax functions and therefore we were
interested in finding out how organisations managed
this complex process.
Effective Tax Rate (total tax charge/profit before tax)
is a simple measure that allows comparison of tax
performance between businesses and across reporting
periods. However, the calculation of total tax is perhaps
the most complicated and fragmented calculation that
a global business has to perform for reporting purposes.
It depends not only on the tax planning in place but
also the calculation and recognition of deferred tax
items and accuracy of estimations in tax calculations.
In this context, it is crucial that companies understand
the key drivers of their ETR, however in practice this can
be a very difficult exercise. To respond to this, many
organisations report on tax at several points in the year;
70% of the participants calculate tax on a quarterly
or more frequent basis. One considerable advantage
of this approach is that local finance directors are well
practiced in completing deferred tax calculations and
tax packs.
Interestingly 68% of the organisations interviewed
assign responsibility for the tax notes to the tax
department and the rest to the consolidation
department. Given the complexity of the international
standards governing tax accounting, and the
dependence on the consolidation process, providing
tax with the appropriate accounting information and
support to be confident in the figures they are signing
off on can be a challenge.

Responsibility for the tax notes

32%

68%

The tax department

The consolidation/
finance department

Do you think that the tax reporting process delays the closing
of accounts?
2%
15%

83%

Yes, it can cause significant delays

Yes, slightly

Key drivers in the measurement of performance

Effective
tax rate

50%

33%

Cash tax

The key driver for 50% of the participants
is ETR (cash tax 33%), and 25% of
participants consider “avoiding mistakes in
the financial statements” as their number
one priority.

No

Compliance
status

Balance
sheet tax
0%

13%

4%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Most important

Tax management in Switzerland Move tax forward
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Tax consolidation tools
Perhaps surprisingly for this complex process, nearly one
third of participants use spreadsheets to consolidate tax
figures for the notes to the financial statements. Whilst this
solution is flexible and quick to put in place, the risk of
file corruptions, manual overrides, and lack of automated
controls makes it a risky one. Nearly half of participants
have tax schedules within their consolidation tools which,
whilst tried and tested at providing a secure integrated
controlled environment for consolidating finance
information, for many tax managers they do not provide
sufficient information to perform their review to their
satisfaction (54%). In contrast, 23% of the participants use
specialist tax reporting software to consolidate their tax
numbers for the accounts and, of this group, almost 80%
are very happy with the level of detail in the information
they receive. The further benefit of such solutions is that
they provide a secure environment for data collection and
consolidation, and indeed contain built in controls which
can form the backbone of a strong control framework.

Of the various consolidation solutions employed, only
15% consider that tax delayed the signing of the
accounts in any measure, therefore for most businesses
reducing close time is not a driver for changing tax tool
although level of detail of information and/or control
environment might be. Notably, only 35% consider that
all elements of the tax reporting process have rigorous
controls in place, a percentage which increases to nearly
80% when considering those groups who use specialist
tax reporting software.
Tax reporting is clearly a key activity for tax departments
however based on the responses received there appears to be
significant divergence in the practices and tools employed,
suggesting that there may be significant opportunities for
improvement through comparing best practices.

Move tax forward: measuring performance
•	Do you have clear and formalised key
performance indicators for tax throughout the
business?
•	Could the use of tax technology tools and
system integration improve the quality and
transparency of the information collected in the
tax reporting process?
•	Are you confident of the effective and efficient
interaction of tax and accounting competencies
in the tax reporting process?
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Responses to the tax management survey
in Switzerland
The tax function in your organisation
1. How many people are there in your tax department?

4. In your view, the main role of your tax department is:
50%

7%
40%

40%

30%

28%

23%

20%

20%

65%

13%
10%
4%
0%
Risk
Administrative/
Compliance management
role
role

Between 1 and 5 persons

More than 5 persons

Other

5. Please place the following tax manager competencies in
order of importance from 1 to 7 (1 = the most important):
40%

Strong technical skills
in taxation

12%

3%
18%

Leadership and
managerial skills

10%

Competences in tax
optimisation and planning

10%

18%

15%

The ability to manage
international issues

88%

8%
8%

Communication and
organisational skills
Other

Other

3. Would you consider tax management to be a centralised or
decentralised function?

3%
1%

Competencies in tax and
finance technology tools

43%

Industry knowledge
0%
Most valued competencies

35%

Advisory
role

No tax department

2. Which department is the tax function attached to?

Finance department

Active
planning
role

23%
10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Least valued competencies

65%

Centralised

Decentralised

Tax management in Switzerland Move tax forward
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6. To what extent do taxes influence operational decisions?
9%

8. In which areas do you reinforce your team with external
resource?
100%

33%

83%
80%
68%

58%
60%

Significant influence

Some influence

No influence

40%

7. Is tax taken into account systematically in connection with
major projects (for example: finance, mergers and acquisitions,
development of the commercial model, establishment of
a shared service centre, change of reporting software)?
2%

30%

20%

43%

Rarely

Quite often/Often

Very often

20%

20%

0%

35%

35%

15%

The
Tax
Tax
Preparation
Tax
reporting management calculation
optimisation and filing
and process of deferred
and
(tax planning) of tax
taxes
projects
accounting
returns
(for financial
statement
purposes)

Other

9. When you recruit to fill tax positions, do you consider that
the local market offers tax personnel with the appropriate skill
set for your needs?
Always

50%
38%

40%
33%
30%
20%

20%

10%

6%
2%

0%
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Definitely

For the
most part

Not really

Not at all

N/A

Managing tax compliance
10. Are you satisfied that you have sufficiently reliable and
detailed information to make all tax claims and deductions to
which you are entitled?

Indirect

58%

Direct

50%

Withholding tax

53%

0%

20%

10%

10%

10%

40%

60%

15%

23%

13%

11. Do you feel that you have an efficient and methodical
process for analysing your data to ensure that all available tax
claims and deductions are made?

17%

Indirect

50%

10%

17%

Direct

50%

10%

Withholding tax

50%

8%

1%

23%

80%

0%

100%

Tax claims and deductions are the responsibility of local or regional managers
(or outsourced to external advisors)

20%

40%

23%

18%

15%

60%

15%

2%

20%

2%

25%

80%

2%

100%

Tax claims and deductions are the responsibility of local or regional managers
(or outsourced to external advisors)

In some countries we operate in

Yes, in all countries we operate in

In some countries we operate in

Yes, in all countries we operate in

In most countries we operate in

N/A

In most countries we operate in

N/A

12. Aside from tax audits, does your central tax department
have a role ensuring all tax filing and payment deadlines are
met for all jurisdictions?

13. Do you have a central data store and/or group wide tool
where tax compliance information such as payment dates/tax
filings etc is stored and reported?

17%
30%

37%

63%
53%

Yes, we are responsible for ensuring tax compliance across the group

Yes

No

We have a limited monitoring role
No, tax filings and payments are the responsibility of local or regional managers

Tax management in Switzerland Move tax forward
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Tax risk
14. Does your organisation mainly focus its effort generating
tax savings from the optimisation of tax compliance or from
tax planning?

16. Do you have processes and controls for identifying and
measuring tax risk within your organisation?

50%

50%

40%

40%

40%

38%

40%

30%

40%

30%

20%

18%

20%
13%

10%
0%

10%

7%
Mainly tax
planning

Mainly optimisation
of compliance

Both

Neither

15. What does “tax risk” mean to you? Rate in order from
1 to 4 (1 is most relevant, 4 is least relevant)

0%

4%
Yes, we have a
formalised
process for
identifying and
measuring tax risk

48%
47%
53%

Tax planning risk
15%

20%

Tax risk provisioning for
financial statements

28%

Yes
43%

Tax risk generated
through “day-to-day”
business activities

8%

1%
Other
1%
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10%

Least relevant

20%

30%

40%

No

17. Are you able to assess tax risk based on the impact on
wider business objectives (e.g. reputational damage, impact on
Earnings Per Share)?

23%

Most relevant

Tax risk
management is
the responsibility
of local or
regional managers

13%

Tax risk arising from
compliance

0%

Yes, but the
process is not
formalised

50%

No

Managing the tax accounting and reporting process
18. How frequently do you calculate or estimate the tax
charges in your financial reporting cycle?

21. In your view, does the tax reporting package provide you with
sufficient information to perform your role to your satisfaction?

50%

50%

42%
40%
30%

40%

28%

40%
35%

30%

20%

20%

20%

10%

10%

13%

9%

10%
3%

0%

Monthly

Quarterly

Every six months

Annually

19. Who, within the company, is responsible for the quality
of the tax information appearing in the notes to the financial
statements?

0%

Yes, very
happy

Yes, adequate
but prefer
to receive
more detail

Yes,
although
estimates
needed

No, not
adequate

N/A

22. Do you think that the tax reporting process delays the
closing of accounts?

2%
15%
32%

68%
83%

The tax department

Yes, it can cause significant delays

The consolidation/finance department

20. How do you consolidate the tax information needed for
your Annual Report, including the tax notes?

50%

No

23. Do you have formalised internal controls (e.g. documented,
monitored, responsibilities assigned etc) over the tax reporting
process?
50%

48%

40%

40%
29%

30%

Yes, slightly

35%

30%
20%

20%

35%

20%

15%

13%

10%

10%
3%
0%

Consolidation
reporting tools

Spreadsheets

Off the shelf
software

Bespoke tax
15%software
reporting

2%
0%

Yes, all elements Yes, for the
of the tax
most part
reporting process
have rigorous
controls in place

Only in
some areas

No, not at all

N/A
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General overview
24. Is direct and indirect tax subject to internal audit reviews?

25. Please rate the importance to your organisation of
the following drivers using the scale 1 to 4 (1 = the most
important)

52%

No

Effective
tax rate

50%

50%
33%

Cash tax

35%

Yes

Compliance
status

40%

Yes, but at
centralised
level only

13%

Balance
sheet tax

10%

0%

10%
Direct

13%

20%

30%

40%

50%

4%

0%

60%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Most important

Indirect

26. Please place the following tax activities in order of 1 to 6 (1 = the most important):
30%

Tax optimisation
planning

38%
25%

Avoiding mistakes in the
financial statements

20%
15%

Improving tax
management

13%
13%

Avoiding tax penalties
and interest

10%
13%

Improving cash flow
related to taxes

10%
4%

Avoiding negative publicity
resulting from tax litigation

9%
0%

10%

20%

Short term/highest priority

30%

40%

50%

Long term/highest priority

27. Please estimate the percentage of time you and your direct team typically spend on the following tax activities:
25%

22%

20%

18%

17%
14%

15%

12%

10%

10%
7%

5%
0%
Tax planning
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Answering
questions from
the business

Dealing with tax
authority audits

Tax reporting
process for
financial statements

Completing tax
returns and making
tax payments

Improving internal
tax process

Other

About Deloitte

An extensive global network
Deloitte is an organisation of member firms around the
world devoted to service excellence. Member firms offer
services in audit, tax, consulting and corporate finance.
With a globally connected network of member firms in
more than 150 countries, Deloitte brings world-class
capabilities and deep local expertise to help clients
succeed wherever they operate. We deliver outstanding
service to more than half of the Global Fortune
500 companies, as well as large national enterprises,
public institutions, local clients and individuals.
A deep local expertise
Deloitte is one of Switzerland’s leading professional
services firms, offering exceptional advisory capabilities
in audit, tax, consulting and corporate finance. Our
focus is to support our clients with outstanding advice
and highest quality service and work closely with them
to bring a broader perspective to every challenge they
face.
We are committed to being the leading professional
services firm in our country distinguished by both our
local and international strengths. Over the last 5 years,
we have doubled our revenues. This growth has been
supported by an active business strategy as well as an
increase in our staff headcounts. Today, more than
1,000 professionals are operating out of six cities
to deliver the highest quality services to our clients
wherever they operate.

The Tax Management Consulting Practice
Deloitte’s Tax Management Consulting team can help
your tax organisation move forward from current state
to the next-generation tax function, supporting you in
such areas as:
• Tax strategy and operations: helping your
organisation align its tax operations with its overall
corporate and tax strategies.
• Tax risk management: helping your organisation
develop a measured and methodical approach to tax
risk management, including the tax provision process.
• Tax data and information management: assisting
with the design and implementation of tax-specific
ERP applications and the implementation of tax record
storage and recovery processes.
• Tax technology and systems integration: helping
you examine the range of tax-specific opportunities
with regard to tax technology and systems.
• Tax process improvement: helping you explore
areas of opportunity for refining, reducing, and
eliminating redundant processes and driving improved
performance.
• Tax organisation and resource: helping you lay the
groundwork for a tax organisational structure that
can be scaled to address business changes.
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